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®

Imagecrete® decorative concrete adds colour and
texture to commercial and residential projects
both inside and out. For your large projects with
speciﬁc requirements, contact your local Hanson
representative and ask about our customised
design service.

The Imagecrete range
®

Xposemasta® Decorative aggregates in concrete
IvoryX™ Decorative aggregates in off-white concrete
®

SpectrumX Decorative aggregates in full depth coloured concrete
Terracrete® Honed terrazzo-like concrete
Kolormasta® Full depth coloured concrete
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Just as housing styles
vary from state to state
and area to area, the
aggregates used in the
production of the Hanson
decorative concrete range
are subject to regional
variations.
Aggregates used in
decorative concrete are
products of nature and
may contain ironstone
that could cause staining.
Therefore, the colours
represented in this
brochure are indicative
and regional only. We
suggest sighting products
ﬁrst hand before ordering.
Visit your display centre at
Brisbane
19 Nott Street
West End
...or for further advice,
contact your local Hanson
representative on 132 662
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Xposemasta®

Decorative
aggregates
in concrete

Dark Jade

Chequerboard

06

Blue Heeler

Bush Bronze

Xposemasta®
Xposemasta® reveals the
texture of nature with a
choice of designer exposed
aggregates set in concrete.
The aggregate exposure
can be heavy or light
depending on your desire
for look and surface texture
(light exposure creates a
smoother more bare-foot
friendly surface).

Oyster Red

Blue Gold

Red River Pearl

Xposemasta® is a hard
wearing, affordable,
visually striking surface
that marries beautifully
with contemporary and
traditional landscaping
designs. It’s the perfect
ﬁnish for commercial and
residential applications
including pool-sides,
driveways, pathways and
outdoor entertainment
areas.

Tiger Stone

Country Gold

Winter Brown

Riverbank

Fassifern

All swatches are indicative only of the ﬁnal colour and texture achieved

IvoryX™

Neptune Haze

Decorative
aggregates
in off-white
concrete

Cosmos

07

Hayleys Comet

Mars Meteor

Lunar Grey

Mercury

Milkyway

Orion

Saturn

Nebula*

Southern Cross*

Sun Rays

All swatches are indicative only of the ﬁnal colour and texture achieved.
*Contact Hanson before ordering/specifying these products.

IvoryX™
IvoryX™ has an
understated elegance to
enhance any contemporary
or traditional landscape
design. The designer
aggregates are simply
beautiful and available in
a choice of colours and
textures. In consultation
with your contractor, you
have a choice of heavy or
light exposure depending
on the style and design of
your project.

®

SpectrumX

Decorative
aggregates
in full depth
coloured
concrete

Barcaldine

Karatha
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Ayers Rock

Hunter Valley

SpectrumX®
SpectrumX® gives you
the option to choose from
different aggregates and
concrete colours. You
can specify whether the
designer aggregates are
exposed to a heavy or light
ﬁnish to create a unique
effect in colour and texture
to compliment your project
design.

Kakadu

Barrier Reef

Blackwater

Jabiru

Redgum

Camira

Valley View

Blackstone*

All swatches are indicative only of the ﬁnal colour and texture achieved.
*Contact Hanson before ordering/specifying these products.

®

Terracrete

Icelandia

Honed
terrazzo-like
concrete

Madrid
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Florence

Parisienne

Oporto

Casablanca

Romano*

Thai Jade*

Valencia

Santorini*

Cashmere

Sparta

All swatches are indicative only of the ﬁnal colour and texture achieved.
*Contact Hanson on (07) 3017 2801 before ordering/specifying these products and allow 72 hours notice for delivery.

Terracrete®
The latest fashion is honed
and sealed concrete
ﬂooring in indoor areas that
spill outdoors. Terracrete®
gives you a stylish
minimalist look in a wide
variety of aggregate and
concrete colour options,
opening up a range of free
ﬂowing design possibilities.
With the beauty and colour
of polished stone combined
with the practicality of
concrete, Terracrete®
enhances any design inside
and out.

®

Kolormasta

Full depth
coloured
concrete

Flamingo (OW)

Lavender

10
Mullberry

Kolormasta®
With a wide range of
colours to choose from,
Kolormasta® opens up
endless design possibilities.
Simply choose a colour to
compliment your design, or
consider using more than
one colour in a pattern.
Feeling creative? There’s
nothing to stop you coming
up with your own visually
striking Kolormasta®
designs. With Kolormasta®
the colour is more than skin
deep so it will not wear off.

Shiraz

Uluru

(OW)

Ochre

Claypan

Dune

Nullarbor

All swatches are indicative only of the ﬁnal colour and texture achieved
(OW) Indicates this colour is made with an Off White cement

Bark

Earth

Camel

Simpson

Damper

Mocha

Bondi (OW)

Sandstone

Sisal

All swatches are indicative only of the ﬁnal colour and texture achieved
(OW) Indicates this colour is made with an Off White cement

Sunﬂower (OW)

Wattle

Figtree

Moonscape (OW)

Graphite

Slate

Ebony

Raven

All swatches are indicative only of the ﬁnal colour and texture achieved
(OW) Indicates this colour is made with an Off White cement

Before you begin
Important information for designers, home owners
& concrete contractors.
Give sufﬁcient notice when ordering To ensure availability of
your chosen decorative concrete product a minimum notice period
applies.

Concrete joints Ensure jointing is well designed to
minimise the chance of cracking and also to compliment
your design.

Notify order taker of total job requirement If your project
is to be completed over an extended period of time, notify the order
taker of the likely time period, and the total project requirement at
the time of placing the ﬁrst order.

Placement Any sample of aggregate or ﬁnished product
shown to you is only indicative and illustrative of the type
of ﬁnish to be achieved and no guarantee is given that the
ﬁnished product will conform with this sample.

Use reputable concretors and ﬁnishers To ensure
that your project looks the way you want it to, Hanson
recommends that only reputable concretors be used to place
and ﬁnish the Imagecrete® decorative concrete range. You may
want to request an onsite test panel be placed by your concretor to
ensure you both agree on the desired ﬁnish.

Xposemasta®, IvoryX™, SpectrumX® and Terracrete® are designed
to achieve a successful exposed aggregate ﬁnish. It is not
recommended to place these products via a concrete pump.
Hanson gives no guarantee of pumpability.

Don’t add water Hanson’s decorative concrete range
has been specially designed to achieve a unique look. Any
addition of water to the concrete once it has arrived on site
may result in an unsatisfactory ﬁnish and will reduce the
strength of your concrete.
Protect your ﬁnished job Hanson recommends that
your new decorative concrete be adequately cured and an
appropriate surface treatment be applied to keep it looking
good year after year. For maximum effect, we recommend
that surface treatments be re-applied periodically as per the
manufacturers’ speciﬁcation.
Care when using surface sealers Whilst Hanson
recommends the use of sealers on the Imagecrete® range, care
must be taken to test the sealer ﬁrst for possible effects to the
colour and gloss of the surface. Hanson recommends that before
a sealer is applied to the whole project, a small section should be
trialled ﬁrst with the sealer to ensure the resultant surface meets
your requirements after a sealer has been applied.

Hanson will not be responsible for poor workmanship, the addition
of water or other products, or the use of a sugar solution as a
surface retarder for aggregate exposure.
The process of exposing the aggregate in fresh concrete can
generate wash-off water that has a high cement content.
All wash water must be recovered and disposed of in an
environmentally responsible manner. Under no circumstances
should this water be allowed to enter any drainage system or
natural waterway.
Although every effort is made to ensure aggregates are free
from foreign material or inconsistencies, aggregates are a
product of nature, they contain ironstone which could cause
staining.
Just as housing styles vary from state to state and area to area,
the aggregates used in the production of Hanson decorative
concrete ranges are subject to regional variations. Therefore the
colours represented in this brochure are indicative and regional
only. We suggest sighting products ﬁrst hand before ordering.
For further advice, talk to your local Hanson representative.

Colour variation Aggregates used in Kolormasta®,
Xposemasta®, IvoryX™, SpectrumX® and Terracrete® are
products of nature and can vary in quality, colour tone,
shape, texture and impurities. All brochures, images, samples and
other projects are indicative only of the ﬁnal colour and texture
achieved. These variations can also change the shade of the
concrete matrix.

Please consult your local Hanson representative for
information on colour ranges and the availability of
products.

we’ll make it happen
In Australia, Hanson employs more than 3,600 staff and permanent contractors across
more than 60 quarries, 240 concrete plants and a network of precast and masonry
product sites. With global strength, national coverage and local presence, Hanson has
a proud history of getting the job done.
Our commitment is to be the most reliable and most responsible supplier, with the
best team whilst offering the best customer focus.
Our product range includes aggregates, concrete, masonry and precast concrete
products, so if you need an innovative solution, we’ll make it happen.

To order or for more information,
ask your local Hanson representative.
In metropolitan areas call

132 662 133 666
(Aggregates)

www.hanson.com.au
In country areas refer to your
White Pages for contact details.
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